The influence on the acoustics of the violin of the bridge and the island area between the f-holes is demonstrated by treating the body as a thin-walled shell structure. COMSOL finite element software is used as a quasi-experimental tool to identify and understand the coupling of the bridge, island area, offset soundpost, and bassbar to the radiating surfaces of the body shell by varying their properties, often over a wide range. The frequency dependence of the resulting input filter between the vibrating strings and body shell modes is derived using a quasi-statistical averaging approach involving the strong damping of the body shell modes. The bridge-island filter response over the whole playing range of the violin is shown to be strongly dependent on the properties of the bridge, island area, soundpost, and bassbar. Their properties influence both the intensity and tonal balance of the radiated sound and the broad Bridge-Hill feature in the vibro-acoustic response of many fine instruments.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that the bridge, island area (used here to describe the area between the f-holes), and offset soundpost and bassbar strongly influence the perceived sound quality of the violin and related instruments. Arguably, the bridge-island (BI) acoustic filter between the vibrating strings and radiating body shell is just as important for the sound of instruments of the violin family as the mouthpiece and reed assembly are for brass and wind instruments.
In this paper, the BI area and associated offset soundpost and bassbar will be shown to form a strongly frequency dependent acoustic transformer coupling energy efficiently from the vibrating strings to the heavier radiating upper and lower bout areas of the top and back plates.
In a remarkable set of early 19th century measurements, Savart 1 was the first to recognize the importance of the f-holes, the island area between them and the soundpost in enhancing the sound of the violin. Much later, Schelleng 2 highlighted the importance of offsetting the soundpost resulting in asymmetric body shell vibrations, which enables transverse bowing forces at the top of the bridge to excite volume-changing monopole radiation sources of the body shell. Such modes dominate the sound of the violin in the signature mode regime below around 1 kHz (Weinreich 3 and Curtin 4 ). For many years, the filtering action of the bridge and island area was largely focused on the role of the bridge alone. In the 1970s, Reinicke 5 described holographic measurements identifying the important in-plane rocking and bouncing modes of both violin and cello bridges, as described by Cremer 6 (Chap. 9). These modes involve the upper mass of the bridge rocking backwards and forwards or bouncing up and down relative to the lower section of the bridge, with a restoring force provided by the in-plane torsional bending and extensional strains about and across its central waist area.
Somewhat later, Hacklinger 7 described a number of measurements using bridges with different geometric and physical properties. These demonstrated how the rocking frequency could be "tailored" by the maker, to optimize the sound of individual instruments.
In an extensive series of innovative measurements and finite element computations, Jansson and co-researchers [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] at KTH in Stockholm then investigated the vibrations of both real and simply-shaped violin bridges, mounted on rigid bases, flat plates, and violins of widely varying quality. Of particular interest was the recognition of a rather broad Bridge-Hill (BH) peak between around 2 and 3 kHz in both the admittance at the position of string support and radiated sound. They often observed such a peak in classic Italian instruments, but not some later French and modern instruments investigated. They suggested that this feature might therefore be related to the quality of an instrument.
Although the BH feature was initially associated with the rocking mode of the bridge, in their later investigations, 10, 11 BH-features were still observed using a simple bridge with no cut-outs, hence no in-plane rocking or bouncing modes in the frequency range of interest. They concluded therefore that the BH-feature must involve both the bridge and body of the violin. Durup and Jansson 11 correlated the appearance of a BH-like feature with "flapping" resonances of the inside corner areas of an island area cut into a flat plate, formed from inverted L-shaped slots. This suggested that similar vibrational modes might be important in the upper inner wing areas of f-holes on a real violin.
Bissinger 13 also investigated the influence of the filtering action of the bridge on the admittance and radiated sound of 12 violins of widely varying quality. Unlike Jansson and co-researchers, no direct correlation was observed between the BH feature and "quality" of the violins investigated. However, they again found no evidence for a resonance at the rigidly-supported rocking frequency of the bridge. Nevertheless, a weak correlation was observed between the rocking frequency and frequency at the maximum of the broad BH peak. However, a 20% change in rocking frequency resulted in only a 4% change in the BH maximumagain suggesting the BH-feature was unlikely to be a property of the bridge alone. This is confirmed by the present investigation, where the response over the whole frequency spectrum up to 10 kHz is shown to be controlled by the input filter resulting from the coupled vibrations of the bridge and island area. However, for familiarity, the term BH feature will be retained, though BI would be more appropriate.
Woodhouse 14 then introduced an analytic model for the filtering action of a simply modeled bridge mounted on a large rectangular plate. A simple mass-spring model was used for the rocking mode of the bridge coupled to the supporting plate assuming a statistical energy analysis (SEA) model for the plate admittance under the two bridge feet. The role of the soundpost in coupling the bridge vibrations to the back plate and the dependence on bridge feet separation was also included.
When the input admittance is plotted on a logarithmic scale, such an approach averages out the strong peaks and troughs of the multi-resonant shell mode response. The SEA model then predicts the largely resistive plate impedance under both bridge feet resulting in a strongly damped bridge resonance. Using such a model, "skeleton" curves varying smoothly with frequency were derived for the filter-response of the bridge and its dependence on physical properties of the bridge potentially under the maker's control.
As recognized by Woodhouse, the above model assumed that the flexural plate modes were unperturbed by the presence of the bridge or nearby f-holes. This assumption was addressed in a later Master's thesis by Smith 15 using a hybrid, combined SEA and finite element, approach for a bridge on an island area formed from a pair of parallel slots cut in a rectangular flat plate. This revealed a resonant coupling between the bridge and a localized island area mode dependent on its length, demonstrating that interactions between the bridge and localized island area modes could well influence the input filter response.
The following paper demonstrates that the coupling of the bridge to the statistical ensemble of body shell modes is indeed strongly influenced, over the whole playing range, by a small number of localized island area modes. Such modes are strongly damped by their coupling to the radiating flexural wave modes of the body shell, with the island area vibrations just as important as those of the bridge in determining the coupling between the vibrating strings and radiating surfaces of the instrument. In addition, the localized island area modes will be shown to be strongly perturbed by the offset soundpost and bassbar. They therefore play a very important role in determining the overall spectral response of an instrument-of no surprise to any instrument maker.
To investigate and understand the influence of the bridge and island area, COMSOL 3.5 finite element shell structure software has been used to compute the shapes and resonant frequencies of the localized modes of the coupled bridge and island area vibrations, over a wide frequency range up to 10 kHz. To focus on the smoothly varying frequency response of the BI area filter, a quasi-statistical averaging approach has been used. This involves strongly damping the body shell modes outside the island area. When plotted on a logarithmic scale, the multi-resonant response of the body shell modes is then averaged, with the resulting skeleton curves describing the smoothly varying frequency response of the BI area input transformer/filter. This approach is therefore very similar to that pioneered by Woodhouse, 14 but now integrating both the bridge and island area plus bassbar and soundpost in a realistic BI filter model. The supplemental material provides animations of all the illustrated bridge þ island modes. 20 Finite element computations enable the physical properties of the bridge, island area, bassbar, and soundpost to be varied over a much wider range than could ever be possible for the maker. This enables one to identify and understand their individual roles in determining the input filtering action of the bridge plus island area and resulting vibro-acoustic properties of the violin.
A preliminary account of the present investigation was presented as a conference paper (Gough 16 ) using a modeled violin, bridge, soundpost, and bassbar with slightly different physical and geometric properties from those used in this paper.
II. SHELL MODEL

A. Geometry
As described in earlier publications, 17, 18 the violin body can be modeled as a shallow, thin-walled, guitar-shaped, box-like shell structure, with arched, orthotropic, top and back plates, supported and coupled together around their edges by thin ribs. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 . The shell structure itself can be considered as a set of coupled sub-structures-the upper and lower bout areas of the top and back plates, the island area between the f-holes, the bridge, ribs, vibrating strings, neck-fingerboard assembly, tailpiece, cavity air modes, etc. Each substructure supports localized vibrational modes coupled together across their common boundaries to form the normal modes of the assembled instrument. Coupling between the substructures will be particularly strong, when the coupled component modes of vibration share common symmetry elements and closely spaced resonant frequencies.
The bridge and island area act as an acoustic transformer or input filter controlling the transfer of energy from the vibrating strings to the radiating surfaces of the remaining body shell. Energy flows from the ends of the island area into the upper and lower bouts of the top plate and into the back plate via the soundpost located a few millimeters behind the treble side bridge foot. The top and back plates of the body shell are additionally coupled together by the extensional and bending constraints of the supporting ribs around their edges and their mutual interaction with internal cavity air modes-particularly with the Helmholtz mode, with air bouncing in and out of the f-holes.
The simplified geometry of the body shell used in the present computations preserves the important guitar-shaped asymmetry of a fully modeled violin, but without wings, linings, purfling, corner and end blocks, and neck. In addition, the fingerboard, strings, tailpiece, shoulder-, and chin-rest, etc., introduce additional coupled modes of vibration. However, to a good first approximation, they radiate negligible sound, other than via their coupling to the radiating body shell modes. Such coupling only weakly perturbs the preexisting multiplicity of normal modes of the body shell, without significantly affecting the transfer of energy across the ends of the island area, which only involves coupling to the body shell vibrations. The influence of additional components like the neck-fingerboard assembly can therefore be safely ignored, but can always be included later in more detailed models (e.g., Gough 18 ), without significantly changing the response of the BI filter.
To focus on the influence of the island area, a separate, weakly-damped (loss factor g ¼ 0:01 $ 1=Q) area of the top plate has been designated, coupled across its ends to the damped (g ¼ 0:01 to 1) modes of the lower and upper bouts. The geometries of the bridge and island area are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Because the boundary between the lightly damped island area and damped modes of the rest of the body shell still preserves continuity of mode displacements, rotations, and bending, the exact positions of the designated boundaries are of only secondary importance, though the localized island area frequencies will clearly depend on the length of the f-holes as well as their shape and separation.
III. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
The computations using COMSOL 3.5 shell-structure finite element software were based on the simplified violin plate and body shell geometries described in earlier violin plate and shell model papers. 17, 18 The only significant changes have been the geometric scaling of the plates to account for anisotropy, the designation of an island area, and variable amounts of damping for the top and back plates.
The meshing parameters were automatically chosen to give a high resolution around the detailed geometry of the f-holes, resulting in a model with typically 50-100 K degrees of freedom. Because of the relative simplicity of the model, the first 100 or more eigen/normal modes of the body shell could be computed with mode shapes and frequencies displayed in a few tens of seconds using an inexpensive desktop computer. However, for any set of scaling parameters, it took considerably longer (several minutes) to compute the frequency response over a wide frequency range up to typically 10 kHz. Using a fully detailed geometric model would have greatly extended computation times, with little addition to our physical understanding of the filter response of the BI area.
A. Physical properties
Previous computations 17, 18 had shown that the low frequency resonant frequencies of the freely supported free plate modes #2 and #5 and signature modes of the assembled violin below 1 kHz were largely determined by plate thicknesses, arching heights and profiles, and the geometric mean of the along-and cross-grain Young's moduli,
. Their frequencies were only weakly dependent on the anisotropy ratio, A ¼ ðE along =E cross ), because the low frequency modes are largely determined by fitting simple modes shapes within the guitar-shaped plate outlines, with frequencies that clearly depend on averages of E along and E cross .
In practice, a model using isotropic, uniform thickness, top (2.5 mm) and back (3.5 mm) arched (15 mm) plates with E gm values of 2.17 and 2.39 GPa were chosen to fit typical #2 and #5 free plate resonant frequencies and ratios (Gough, 17 Table I )-values which also reproduce typical A0; CBR; B1À; and B1þ signature mode frequencies of the assembled instrument remarkably closely. 18 For the computations described in this paper, this remains true for most modes below around 2 kHz. However, for many higher frequency shorter wavelength modes, anisotropy becomes important, as demonstrated by our computations.
To investigate the influence of anisotropy, the lengths and widths of the spruce top and maple back plates were therefore, respectively, decreased and increased by the factor A 1=8 keeping E gm constant. This transforms the anisotropic, thin-plate, flexural wave equation into an equivalent isotropic equation [Cremer 6 (Sec. 11.2)], with geometric models easily computed using COMSOL shell-structure software. At high frequencies, when the influence of arching is relatively unimportant, such scaling reproduces the scaled mode shapes, modal densities (number of modes per given frequency range), and average resonant mode spacings of the plates, irrespective of anisotropy. Typical values of A are in the range 15-25 for spruce top and 4-6 for maple back plates. In subsequent illustrations a typical top plate anisotropy of 20 is generally assumed unless specified otherwise.
The 3.5 cm high, 1.85 g bridge was modeled as a thinwalled sub-structure, with 3 mm width at the feet tapering linearly with height to a thickness of 1.5 mm at the top. An unscaled density of 650 kg m À3 was assumed along with an isotropic Young's modulus of 3 GPa giving typical in-plane rocking and bouncing mode frequencies of $3.0 and 5.5 kHz, respectively. Because the forces acting on the top of the bridge are excited by the transverse components of the string vibrations, only in-plane bridge modes were considered-by inhibiting out-of-plane vibrations.
For shell-structure software simplicity, the soundpost was modeled as a thin-walled cylinder of radius 6 mm, wall thickness 0.66 mm, density 460 kg m
À3
, and Young's modulus 15 GPa. These values reproduce the mass and both the fundamental longitudinal and bending frequencies of a typical solid spruce soundpost. It was slightly longer than the distance between the top and back plates and could therefore be moved, while remaining in intimate contact with both doubly-arched plates. The protruding ends were removed from the computations. When present, it was offset transversely from the central axis by 2 cm, at a position 5 mm behind the treble side bridge foot.
The profiled bassbar was modeled as a 3.4 g, 5 mm thick, thin plate acting as a beam running lengthwise under the top plate and bass-side bridge foot, approximately half way into the upper and lower bouts. Its maximum height was 11 mm at the bridge position narrowing down to a few millimeters at its ends, adding significant additional rigidity and mass to the island area and top plate along its length. In the anisotropy-scaled plate geometry, its influence on the island and plate mode vibrations was assumed to be controlled by in-plane bending along its length. This is determined by the along-grain Young's modulus, which in the isotropic plate scaled geometry is given by E gm A 1=2 Â the longitudinal anisotropic plate scaling factor A 1=8 , while its density was increased by A 1=8 to maintain its mass constant for its constant thickness.
The masses, densities, and elastic moduli of all the above substructures have been scaled over a wide range, as an aid to understanding how each component influences the filter action of the island area and bridge providing potential guidance to makers on how modifications in their physical properties are likely to influence the tonal balance of an instrument. The exact values chosen for densities and elastic moduli are therefore not critical, as the aim has been to understand mode properties and their dependence on physical parameters, rather than to predict precise values for a particular instrument.
B. Damping
To derive the filter characteristics of the BI area, computations have been made with the plate areas outside the island area heavily damped, effectively smoothing out the multi-resonant response of the body shell modes outside the weakly damped island area. Figure 3 illustrates the influence of damping on the in-line, in-phase, point admittance, computed for a 1 N transverse sinusoidal force at the top center of the bridge. The loss factor of the plate resonances outside the island area has been increased from g ¼ 0.01 to 1. This example is for a freely-supported, fully assembled body shell, with top plate dimensions scaled to reproduce an elastic anisotropy of 20, a normal unscaled soundpost strength, a relatively weak bassbar, and a 1.85 g tapered bridge, with a rigidly supported bridge rocking frequency of 3 kHz.
As the damping is increased, the peaks and troughs of the multi-resonant response are rapidly averaged out. This results in what Woodhouse describes as skeleton admittance curves 14 representing the slowly varying frequency response of the BI input transformer/filter. Increasing g beyond unity results in the expected decrease in over-damped resonant response of the coupled plate modes at low frequencies, but has little influence above $1 kHz.
In addition to a strong peak in the BH range between 2 and 3 kHz in Fig. 3 , there are a number of other broad resonances over the full frequency range, which will strongly influence the coupling of energy from the vibrating strings to the radiating body shell modes. Our aim is to understand the nature of the BI area modes and the influence on the input filter response of the bridge, island area, bassbar, and soundpost.
Although there are several relatively strong broad resonances in the input filter's frequency response, there is never a peak at the 3 kHz rocking frequency of the rigidly supported bridge, as it is strongly damped and perturbed in frequency by its coupling via the island area to the strongly damped shell modes, as described below.
IV. DEPENDENCE OF FILTER FUNCTION ON INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS
In Secs. IV A-IV D, the vibrational modes of the component bridge and island area, strongly coupled to the heavily damped top plate vibrations, will be described, first in isolation and then when coupled together. The influence of the offset sound post and bassbar on the resulting BI energy transfer function or filter action will then be described, first separately, then with both present.
A. The bridge Figure 4 illustrates the admittance at the top center of the rigidly supported bridge for sinusoidal forces F k parallel and F ? perpendicular to the top of a rigidly supported bridge. Such forces excite the rocking and bouncing modes of the bridge at around 3 and 5.5 kHz. For both symmetries, there is also a second higher frequency mode. The mode shapes show that for F k , the higher frequency mode involves the shearing and rocking of the top of the bridge relative to the fixed feet, with a rocking of the ankles in the opposite direction. For F ? , the higher frequency mode is effectively the first bending mode of the top section of the bridge acting as a beam. These modes are only weakly excited at the lower frequencies and are probably relatively unimportant for the sound of the violin. All illustrated mode-shapes will use an uncalibrated color-or gray-scale, with equal positive and negative amplitudes and a zero mid-way between (i.e., 1, 0, À1), to describe displacements perpendicular to the plates.
Unless otherwise described, the plotted admittance will always be the real part of the point mobility, in-line and inphase with the applied sinusoidal force Fe ixt of amplitude 1 N at the top center of the bridge. This describes the rate of energy flow per unit sinusoidal force from the vibrating strings and ultimately to the modes of the body shell defining the BI transfer or filter function.
The in-line effective masses at the top of the bridge computed from the above responses are 1.07 g for the rocking mode and 0.90 g for the bouncing mode-in both cases significantly less than the total bridge mass. Adding a mass in the form of a mute or the supported strings can therefore make a significant difference to the rocking frequency. However, to account for their influence on the input admittance of the fully assembled violin, their admittances can simply be added in parallel with that of the unchanged bodyshell admittance, with no change in the BI filter response. For undamped stretched strings, this simply adds a number of narrow, high-Q, resonances superimposed on the bodyshell response, which in measurements are often purposely suppressed by strongly damping the strings. ixt and perpendicular forces F ? e ixt at the top of the bridge. In both cases, the shading represents in-plane displacements perpendicular to that of the rigid supporting base.
FIG. 3. (Color online)
The averaging on a logarithmic scale of the computed, multi-resonant, admittance for a transverse sinusoidal driving force at the top of the bridge, on a freely supported, assembled body shell with offset soundpost and bassbar, as the damping coefficient of the anisotropic plates outside the island area is increased from a small to a typical normal value, with g ¼ 0:01; 0:03; 0:1; 0:3, and 1, the latter indicated by the thick solid line.
B. The island area
For simplicity, the island area vibrational modes are first considered as a function of anisotropy and arching of an isolated, heavily damped top plate, with out-of-plane displacements constrained around its edges, still allowing in-plane edge displacements of the arched plates. At high frequencies, the propagating flexural waves are strongly damped over a distance comparable with their wavelength. The boundary conditions around the edges are therefore irrelevant. However, at low frequencies, the damping length approaches that of the plate dimensions. There will then be a weak contribution to the losses from excitation, via the ribs, of the equally strongly damped back plate vibrations. This will decrease very rapidly with increasing frequency.
To account for the influence of anisotropy, the length and width of the top plate were decreased and increased, respectively, by the factor A 1=8 , with geometric mean ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi E along E across p remaining unchanged, as described above. Symmetrical modes were excited by a sinusoidal 1 N perpendicular force F ? at a point midway between the bridge feet, while anti-symmetric modes were excited by a localized, 0.035 Nm sinusoidal coupled over a 1 cm length along the central axis. This simulates the couple exerted on the central island area by a 1 N force F parallel at the top of the absent 3.5 cm high bridge. On increasing frequency, a second localized vibrational mode emerges with a resonance around 1.15 kHz. For parallel slots, such a mode would correspond to the first localized symmetric dynamic mode of the island area. Such modes are localized transversely by the inner free edges of the f-holes and length-wise by the strong mismatch between the effective flexural wave impedance across the narrow ends of the island area and that of the extended plates. Such modes are equivalent to the modes of a pipe, open-ended at both ends, with corresponding end-corrections corresponding to the leakage and radiation of energy out of the ends. For the fhole-shaped island area, the central vibrations are localized toward the lower half of the island area, while the free edge vibrations are concentrated at the enhanced flexibility, upper, inner f-hole wing areas. As described earlier, such flapping vibrations were previously identified by Durup and Jansson 11 and, more recently, in computations and measurements for a simplified f-hole shape on an arched plate by Jansson et al. 12 As demonstrated in later examples, such vibrations exist over a very wide frequency range above 1 kHz for both symmetric and anti-symmetric modes.
There then follows a broad resonance at around 1.9 kHz, with yet further localization of the central vibrations, but now vibrating in anti-phase with both the flapping and coupled plate vibrations. This vibrational mode is clearly related to the very similar top plate vibrations of the C4 signature mode of the fully assembled violin. At 4.2 kHz there is a further broad resonance involving the next highest symmetric bending wave across the width of the island area. Its frequency will clearly be strongly dependent on the cross-grain Young's modulus E cross ¼ E gm =A 1=2 , which unlike the lower frequency modes accounts for its very strong dependence on anisotropy.
For the couple-induced antisymmetric modes of the island area, there is superposition of at least two resonances below 1 kHz, including the localized transverse dipole mode of the island area coupled in and out of phase with the transverse dipole mode of the lower bouts, with waveforms smoothly transformed between the modes illustrated at 300 and 500 Hz.
There is then a rather broad resonance at around 2 kHz. This is the anti-symmetric equivalent of the symmetric resonance at around the same frequency for F perp . It involves an even more tightly localized transverse mode across the center of the island vibrating in anti-phase with similar localized vibrations vibrating in anti-phase across the ends of the island area.
At 6 kHz the flexural wavelengths become even smaller and excite a rather complicated mode of vibration. This includes the next highest anti-symmetric bending mode across the island area and thus depends strongly on the transverse Young's modulus, hence on anisotropy. Additionally, the mode shape reflects the symmetry of the flexural waves radiating radially outwards from the localized couple at the center.
The previous computations were then repeated for both the central force and couple, with arching heights varied from 1 to 15 mm. Increasing the arching had little influence on the central couple-induced anti-symmetric modes, other than a rather small reduction in frequencies of order 5% for the 2.2 and 6.3 kHz modes illustrated in Fig. 5 , with a slightly increased broadening of the 2.2 kHz mode.
The frequencies of the central force-induced symmetric 4.5 and 9.5 kHz modes decreases by an even smaller fraction, again reflecting the insensitivity of the higher frequency flexural plate modes to plate curvature, hence arching. In contrast, arching had a very strong influence on the strongly localized 1.9 kHz mode, which originated from a flat-plate mode of similar shape at around 500 Hz. On increasing the arching, this mode passed through the mode at 1.15 kHz, leaving its frequency largely unchanged. The large increase in frequency can be attributed to the flexural waves on an arched curved surface inducing strong longitudinal strains (Ref. 6, Sec. 11.3) at low frequencies. This is similar to the very strong arching dependence of the #2 and #5 free plate frequencies and the resulting breathing mode of the assembled instrument. 17, 18 In all subsequent examples an arching height of 15 mm is used.
C. Coupling of bridge and island area modes
Mounting the bridge on the island area introduces a strong coupling between their vibrational modes, in addition to adding mass and increased transverse rigidity to the central island area. Such coupling results in a new set of damped normal modes describing their coupled vibrations.
Consider first the coupling between the weakly damped, anti-symmetric, bridge modes (Fig. 4) and island area modes (Fig. 5) . This is illustrated in Fig. 6 , where the coupling between the bridge and island area has been varied over several orders of magnitude, by simultaneously scaling both the Young's modulus and density of the bridge by the same factor bs ranging from 0.001 to 10 times their unscaled value. Such scaling leaves the in-plane rocking and higher frequency rigidly supported mode frequencies unchanged. Figure 6 plots the in-phase, in-line, point admittance (mobility per unit force), for a sinusoidal force F parallel at the top of the bridge, as a function of frequency, for representative bs values (the thickest curve is for a typical unscaled bridge, bs ¼ 1). This component of the admittance describes the flow of energy from the driving force at the top of the bridge to the modes of the strongly damped top plates, equivalent to the frequency response of the BI area filter. When the bridge and island area are strongly coupled, varying the loss factor of the bridge and island area demonstrate that the broadening of resonances is almost entirely from energy radiated into the strongly damped upper and lower bout modes of the top plate.
For a very light bridge (bs ¼ 0.001), the island area acts as an almost rigid support. The BI area normal modes are therefore initially almost unchanged from those of the rigidly supported bridge. However, as bs is increased, the initial 3 kHz mode veers to progressively higher frequencies and is considerably broadened by its coupling via the island area to the increasingly strongly coupled lower frequency plate modes. For a typical bridge mass with bs $ 1 (the thickest line in Fig. 6 ), the initial weakly damped mode at 3 kHz is transformed into a strongly damped normal mode at around 4 kHz. The strong coupling between the bridge and island area is why there is never a strong resonance at the rigidly supported rocking frequency.
This increase in frequency results from the veering of normal mode frequencies in opposite directions away from those of the coupled component modes. There is therefore also an associated decrease in frequency of the coupled lower frequency modes, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . On increasing bs from its initially very small value, an increasingly strong resonance emerges just below 2 kHz and another broad resonance between 4 and 6 kHz. The latter broad peak involves the overlap and crossing of the upper branch of the normal modes coupled rocking and lower frequency branch of the two normal modes formed from the interaction and veering of the higher frequency bridge mode at $6:5 kHz and island mode at $6:3 kHz.
D. Admittances, mobilities, and mode shapes
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the admittances, mobilities, and mode shapes at the dominant resonances excited by applied 1 N sinusoidal, central forces F k parallel and F ? perpendicular to the top edge of a typical bridge, bs ¼ 1, mounted on the island area of the strongly damped upper and lower bouts of the edge-constrained top plate, before the bassbar or soundpost are added. The in-phase admittance at the driving point is always positive and corresponds to the flow of energy per unit sinusoidal driving force into and beyond the BI area.
The associated mobilities across the top and bottom corners of the slot cut toward the center waist of the bridge illustrate the difference in both amplitude and phase of the induced vibrations, when the rocking, bouncing, and higher frequency modes of the bridge are excited. Well below their resonant frequencies, the bridge moves as a quasi-rigid object, with almost identical amplitudes and phases of the vertical displacements on both sides of the bridge slots, as illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8 .
For F k , the double resonance around 500 Hz involves the coupled vibrations of the 300 and 500 Hz island area of the island area illustrated in Fig. 5 . This is followed by the important, relatively narrow, resonance at around 1.9 kHz, with the bridge and island area rocking in opposite directions, with relatively small displacements of the bridge feet. The island area vibrations are again concentrated in the upper half of the island area, with strong flapping vibrations of the upper f-hole wing areas. Because this frequency is still well below the rocking frequency, the bridge feet rock inphase with the top of the bridge, but with different mobilities across the side slots.
The higher frequency broad resonance at around 4.1 kHz involves a coupled mode involving the rocking of the bridge and the next anti-symmetric transverse bending mode across the island area, with two half-wavelengths between the bridge feet. This mode will clearly depend strongly on bridge feet separation, island thickness, and density and cross-grain Young's modulus, so will be highly model and individual instrument dependent. Mounting the bridge on the island area also significantly reduces the higher frequency island modes, which will not concern us here. Figure 8 illustrates the equivalent admittance and mobilities for F ? . There are two strongly damped resonances below 1 kHz. The lower frequency mode corresponds to the almost rigid bridge exciting the fundamental, strongly damped, vibrations of the lower and upper bouts, while the upper resonance at around 900 Hz is a highly localized bouncing resonance of the island area at around 900 Hz. This is again followed by a strong resonance at around 1.9 kHz with the bridge and island now bouncing in opposite directions, with most of the island area activity again localized in the upper f-hole wing areas.
As the frequency increases, the relative displacement on either side of the side slots increases as the bouncing mode of the bridge is more strongly excited, with broad resonances 
There is then a strong resonance at around 7.8 kHz involving the first bending mode of the top of the bridge acting as a beam. This mode will clearly be strongly dependent on the design of the particular bridge being used.
These are the basic modes of the coupled bridge and island area without bassbar or soundpost, which determine the input filter between the vibrating strings and vibrations of the main body shell. It is therefore no longer sensible to talk about either the bridge or island area alone acting as the input acoustic filter These modes will only be weakly perturbed, when coupled to the back plate by the ribs, as at high frequencies the plate modes are strongly attenuated before they reach the edges.
For many of the modes, especially around 2 kHz, much of the island area activity is largest in the upper areas of the island area close to the f-hole inner wings. This suggests that changes in thickness graduations or island area geometry in this region may have a significant influence on the BI filter action, hence intensity and tonal balance of an instrument. However, as will now be demonstrated, the filter response is also strongly influenced by the symmetry breaking offset bassbar and sound post.
V. BASSBAR AND SOUNDPOST
The addition of the offset bassbar and soundpost breaks the transverse symmetry of the island area resulting in asymmetric localized island area modes. As recognized for a long time, this allows bowing forces parallel to the top of the bridge to excite both anti-symmetric and symmetric body shell modes, the latter providing the primary direct or indirect source of monopole radiation in the signature mode regime below $1 kHz for the violin. 18 Breaking the symmetry of the island area also results in significant changes in the frequency response of the BI input filter, as demonstrated below.
A. The bassbar
The bassbar introduces an additional localized boundary condition, acting effectively as a strengthening T-cross-section beam along its length, in addition to adding mass. The increased rigidity, approximately proportional to wh 3 , where w and h are its width and height, increases the penetration into and coupling between the upper and lower bouts vibrations, but also inhibits other modes from crossing its length, introducing the important asymmetry of the island modes and excited body shell vibrations. Figure 9 illustrates the influence of the simultaneously scaled bassbar Young's modulus and density factor sbb on the initially anti-symmetric modes excited by a parallel driving force F parallel at the top of the bridge mounted on an anisotropic (A ¼ 20), 2.5 mm thick, 15 mm arched, strongly damped (g ¼ 1), edge-constrained, top plate.
Even a very weak bassbar (sbb ¼ 0.1) significantly perturbs the input admittance/filter-response of the plate without a soundpost (dashed curve). At full scaling strength (sbb ¼ 1, the thickest curve in Fig. 9 ), the amplitudes of the 450 Hz and 1.9 kHz modes are significantly reduced. The additional rigidity of the bassbar effectively results in an offset nodal line with larger vibrational amplitudes on the treble than the bass side of both the bridge and island area. However, introduction of the bassbar has little influence on their modal frequencies.
The bassbar introduces a new mode at around 3.5 kHz. The motion of the bass side foot is again inhibited by the bassbar, but with the treble foot now rocking in anti-phase with the top of the bridge on that side. This is equivalent to a rocking mode of the bridge, but now almost rigidly supported on one foot by the presence of the bassbar, but relatively free to vibrate on the other. In contrast to the 1.9 kHz mode, this mode now involves the top of the bridge rocking in phase with the flapping vibrations of the upper island area, with the treble side foot vibrating in anti-phase.
There is then a higher frequency resonance at around 4.9 kHz involving the coupling of the rocking mode of the bridge to the next higher frequency transverse mode of the island area. This is similar to the mode previously identified for the island area alone, with little change in its frequency.
B. The soundpost
The offset soundpost not only results in asymmetric island area modes, but also feeds energy into the back plate, further increasing the BI area damping. Unlike the bassbar, which introduces additional boundary conditions along its length, the soundpost introduces highly localized boundary conditions across both its ends. It acts as a semi-rigid coupling element strongly linking the top and back plate mode displacements and bendings together. Such coupling is strongest when the resonant frequencies of the component BI area and back plate modes are closely spaced. In the present case, the back plate admittance at the soundpost end is largely resistive, with energy radiating radially outwards into the strongly damped back plate.
The influence on the admittance at the top of the bridge of the soundpost (without bassbar) coupling edgeconstrained top and back plates together is illustrated in Fig.  10 , as a function of the simultaneously scaled Young's modulus and density strength factor sp. The introduction of the soundpost results in an asymmetric localized rocking mode of vibration of the island area. Even a very weak soundpost, coupling to the back plate, introduces significant additional damping, which accounts for the rapid reduction in amplitude of the pre-existing BI area modes.
Typical mode shapes for a normal strength soundpost are illustrated by the mode shapes at 500 Hz and at 1.9 kHz, with the bridge rocking as a quasi-rigid body. The latter mode is almost a mirror image of the mode with the bassbar alone, Fig. 9 , but now with the major activity on the bass rather than the treble side. The mode again involves the rocking of the bridge vibrating in anti-phase with the flapping resonances of the upper island areas.
The soundpost also introduces a new mode with a frequency that increases with soundpost strength limiting to around 2.9 kHz for a full strength soundpost (sp ¼ 1). This mode has a similar symmetry to the bassbar induced 3.5 kHz mode, but with larger rocking mode displacement on the treble than the bass side. Likewise the mode at 5 kHz has a very similar symmetry to the 5 kHz mode with bassbar alone, involving a strong coupling of the rocking mode of the bridge and second anti-symmetric transverse bending mode across the central island area.
C. Soundpost 1 bassbar Figure 11 , now plotted on a logarithmic scale to allow easy comparison between parallel and perpendicular excitation forces, illustrates the frequency response of the BI input filter on increasing the rigidity and mass of a bassbar with a full strength soundpost already in place. The associated mode shapes for unscaled bassbar and soundpost strengths around the prominent resonant peaks have been plotted on an expanded color scale proportional to signðvÞ Ã v 1=2 , where v is the out-of-plane displacements. This aids the visualization of the strongly damped flexural displacements, as they propagate out of the island area into the heavily damped areas of the top plate.
Prominent features include the significantly larger values of admittance at low frequencies for parallel than perpendicular excitation. However, they become comparable at around 4 kHz. For F k there is a broad peak between 2 and 3 kHz, consistent with the BH feature observed in many fine instruments. There is also a superposition of broad resonances below 1 kHz, with a significant dip in response above 1 kHz. This is again consistent with the often observed dip separating the so-called transition modes, typically between 700 Hz to around 1.5 kHz, from the multiplicity of overlapping modes associated with the BH peak, see, for example, Fig. 16 of Woodhouse and Langley. 19 For both directions of excitation, increasing the bassbar strength results in a significant reduction in response below 1 kHz and a rapid decrease in the prominent initial peak at around 1.9 kHz. In contrast, for F k , the bassbar enhances a rather broad peak centered around 3 kHz, while significantly decreasing the F ? response over the same frequency range. As a result, changes in bassbar strength are expected to have a strong influence on both the intensity and the tonal balance between the low and high frequency response of any instrument-as most makers already recognize.
The illustrated mode shapes A1 À D in the neighborhood of the prominent resonances increase in complexity with increasing frequency and shorter flexural wavelengths. The illustrated mode shapes are for full strength bassbar and sound bar, other than B, which is without a bassbar.
For F parallel and frequencies below the A1 peak, the island area twists asymmetrically about the lengthwise axis, with a fairly rigid section across the central island area. Such vibrations couple strongly to those of the upper and lower top plate bouts, which are not so strongly spatially damped at these low frequencies and long wavelengths (g ¼ 1). This results in a standing wave in the top plate at around 450 Hz, similar to the top plate vibrations of the B1-breathing, volume changing mode. There is a second overlapping resonance A2 at around 800 Hz from a slightly asymmetric, transverse dipole mode, strongly localized along and across the length and width of the island area. Similar quasi-rigid and localized bouncing mode island mode resonances are observed over this frequency range for F perp .
The resonant mode at around 1.8 kHz for both F parallel and F perp was previously identified as the bridge rocking in anti-phase with the first transverse bending wave of the island area, but now with its nodal line initially running close FIG. 10 . (Color online) The computed input admittance of the assembled edge-constrained top and back plates, without bassbar, for the soundpost scaling factor sp varying from zero to twice its normal value, for parallel force excitation at the top of the bridge. A transparent top plate outside the island area is used to illustrate the bridge, island, soundpost, and back plate vibrations close to the peaks of the four most prominent resonances for sp ¼ 1.
to the soundpost position rather than along the center, still retaining strong flapping vibrations of the upper f-hole wings. As the bassbar is increased in strength, the bridge still rocks in the same direction, but the nodal line now toward the bassbar side and lengthens. The treble-side bass foot now vibrates in anti-phase with the top of the bridge on that side.
The more complicated mode D at around 5 kHz now involves both a symmetric bending mode of the top of the bridge and a higher frequency transverse resonance of the central island area with two half-wavelengths between the two feet of the bridge. Clearly such a mode will depend sensitively on both bridge and island area properties, though it may well not be acoustically significant.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The input filter action of the bridge and island area between the f-holes has been derived using COMSOL FEA computations, with the body shell modeled as a shallow, thin-walled, guitar-shaped, box-like, shell structure with arched anisotropic top and back plates coupled together around the ribs. The frequency response of the filter is obtained, free from the multiplicity of body shell resonances, by heavily damping the top and back plates other than within the island area. The input-filter response was then obtained from the in-line, in-phase, component of the computed point-admittance for both parallel and perpendicular sinusoidal forces.
The resulting BI transfer-function or filter response is shown to be a smoothly varying function of frequency with only a small number of prominent broad mode resonances. Below around 5 kHz, the modes can be identified and understood as the normal modes describing the coupled component, in-and out-of-phase, modes of the bridge and island area. Of particular importance are the in-plane rocking and bouncing modes of the bridge and similar out-of plane rocking and bouncing modes of the island area and flapping resonances of the upper-wing areas of the island area. All such modes are heavily damped by their coupling to the vibrational modes of the remaining body shell, in this case averaged out by their strong damping.
The computations reveal the large influence of the offset soundpost and bassbar on the frequency response of the BI filter. Both break the symmetry of the empty body shell resulting in asymmetric coupled modes, but in opposite directions relative to the longitudinal central axis. When both are present, there is a symmetry-breaking competition between them, with their relative strengths resulting in a strong influence on the frequency-dependent intensities and tonal balance of an instrument over its whole playing range. The supplemental material provides animations of the mode shapes illustrated in the present article. 20 In conclusion, the BI filter and its dependence on bassbar and sound post has been investigated for a single, simply modeled, violin body. In practice, many physical and geometric factors are involved, which will vary significantly from one instrument to the next. It is therefore important that the predictions of the present model should be tested by measurements on a number of violins of different quality. The present computations and resultant model for the BI input filter should hopefully help describe and interpret such measurements. Although the computations have been made for a violin, similar BI input filter responses can be anticipated for all members of the violin family, as they share very similar geometries. Investigating the influence on the input-filter function of different types of bridges, including baroque, modern, violin, and cello bridges, both French and Belgian, would also be of interest.
